UV printing on DuPont™ Corian® does not embed the image into material but rather on top of it. This provides greater flexibility and enhanced graphics. Almost any photograph, graphic, pattern, branding or messaging can be printed. It's durability and design without compromise.

Applications are printed in full color. Image size can be full coverage or selected locations to include the image/artwork/branding.

All UV printed Corian® includes cost of licensing, imagery or artwork. Images/artwork may also be supplied by the client and must include rights for use. UV prints may also incorporate reproduction of materials, such as distressed wood, onto solid surface where those materials might not otherwise be allowed, for example, in food service or healthcare.

Benefits of Printing on Corian®
- Full bleed color images
- Vivid Graphics
- Larger Sizing [up to 5’x9’]
- No Color Shifts
- Ability to change image from print to print

MATERIALS
DuPont™ Corian® solid surface provides long-lasting durability. The flush, single panel made of Corian® gives dirt and grime no crevices in which to hide, make cleaning quick and easy. The panel is solid throughout so there’s no laminate to chip or peel.

CORIAN® COLORS FOR PRINTING
Glacier White
Cameo White
Designer White
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